
RWInc for P3 Mrs MacKay
For Tuesday 21/4/20, Monday 27/4/20 and Tuesday 28/4/20





Ay – may I play
Green words :•

clay, sway, away, jay, gray, Monday

Write these words using your dots and dashes ( grapheme mark) – p l ay
• • —

Remember a dot for one sound and a dash for two letters one sound.

Write these words in rainbow colours. First write each word in pencil, then 
trace over each word 3 times. Each time use a different colour and you will 
see a rainbow appear.





Ee – what can you see
Green words :

green, queen, cheek, creep, feet, keep

Write these words using your dots and dashes ( grapheme mark) – qu ee n
— — •

Try writing these words in bubble writing then colour them in.



Red Words :

he, had, for, on, are, as 

Write these words in pyramid writing – then write the word 3x.

a
ar
are

Can you write 3 silly sentences using any of these words and also using 
your green words ? (Use any of your green or red words you have learnt 
so far.)

For example : The green queen had a gray cheek.



Speedy Green Words
How quickly can you read them ? Time yourself. Can you beat your 

own record ?

pin and pig

got dog sit

tip pan gap

dig top

bin kit get

cat mud up

cot bed cup

can met bad



Super Sentences

Can you add to these sentences to make them into super sentences 
and more interesting to read?

1. You can see a bee.

2. I went to play.

3. He had a seed.

4. I had to pay.



Unjumble these sentences.

1. say you did What?

2. feet I two have.

3. and One two three are.

4. play He can hay in the.

5. sleep bed in I a.

6. jay See tree in the a.

A wee hint - the start of the sentence has a capital letter.



Well done everyone !


